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Kent County Economic Development:  
Comprehensive Approach

Attract, Retain, 
Incubate

Target Clusters

Workforce 
Development 

Education, Training, 
Attraction

Economic 
Development 

Efforts:
Strategy, Resources, 

Partnerships

In 2018, Rockport Analytics 
and Reach Market Planning 
performed a target cluster 
analysis of Kent County, 
seeking a manageable list of 
viable industry targets for 
ED strategy and outreach.  
A benchmark of the current 
approvals process was also 
undertaken.

In 2020-21, the study was 
updated with more current 
data and expanded to 
include workforce analysis.  
Moreover, Rockport applied 
the entire process to three 
Kent communities –Smyrna, 
Dover, and Milford.
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2020-21 Project Overview

Update of Targeted Sectors using 2019 (pre-Pandemic) Data

✓ Execute original target analysis with 
most recent (2019) data

✓ Compare original vetted target list with 
updated information and examine 
whether original targets remain valid

✓ Determine if additional targets are 
justified

✓ Perform workforce analysis on selected 
targets –compare current demand and 
supply for critical skillsets

✓ Show what skillsets the typical target 
firm would need and compare that to 
existing labor supply in each 
community, as well as surrounding 
areas within manageable commuting 
distances.
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Kent County Metric Description/ Source
2018 Employee Compensation BEA measure of total local compensation of employees.  Includes wages & proprietors' income
2018 Employment BEA measure of local employment.  Includes both full and part-time jobs.

2018 Comp/Worker Local Compensation per worker

Industry Commodity Production Value of local production in current $

Institutional Commodity Sales Local sales to final demand actors including HH, Government, and Capital

Total Commodity Supply Total local supply in current $
Intermediate Commodity Demand Local demand from other businesses (supply chain)
Institutional Commodity Demand Local demand from HH, Government
Total Gross Commodity Demand Total local demand

Average RPC Regional Production Coefficient: typical % of local supply that is consumed locally
2018 Total Output Total local sales in current $
2018 Import/Export Local demand minus local supply

BLS EMP US Historical 2008-2018 CAG U.S. industry employment historic growth (BLS)
BLS Real Output US History 2008-2018 CAG U.S. industry output/sales historic growth (BLS)

BLS EMP US Forecast 2018-2028 CAG U.S. industry employment projections (BLS)
BLS Real Output US Forecast 2018-2028 CAG U.S. industry output/sales projected growth (BLS)
2016 AVG Emp-per-Estab 2016 U.S. average # employees per establishment
2018 AVG Emp-per-Estab 2018 U.S. average # employees per establishment

2016 % Emp LT 100 2016 % employment in establishments with fewer than 100 employees
2018 % Emp LT 100 2018 % employment in establishments with fewer than 100 employees
2016 Avg Pay/Worker 2016 local average pay/worker

2018 Avg Pay/Worker 2018 local average pay/worker

2018 MPI Market Power Index

2017 ZBP Establishments 2017 Zip County Business Patterns # of establishments

2018 Employment by Industry & Occupations 
(jobs)

U.S. and local jobs in each occupation within each industry (BLS)

2018 Local Employment by  Occupation 
(workers)

Local workers by occupation (Bureau of Census)

2018 Local workers by occupation by drive time Each occupation by 15, 30, and 45-minute drive-times to each community (Census, ESRI)

What Data Has Been Collected & Analyzed?
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Targeting Clusters & Subsectors

• The first step was to use a data-driven approach that considers performance, scale, and benefit measures for each sector.  The 
objective was to generate a more manageable list of potential opportunities. 

• The Market Power Index (MPI) is a way to distill and weight many sector metrics into one index of desirability that can be ranked to 
help separate the best candidates for further review and discussion 

• MPI metrics include historic growth, imports/RPCs, size compatibility with existing Kent commercial/industrial/retail space, average 
wage, and future growth for over 500 specific sectors

• Weights were chosen based upon a literature search, our own regression analysis, and 2016 Kent County effort.  Weights can easily 
be altered and the MPI rankings recast.

• Of course, there are many other important sector attributes for which secondary data does not readily exist.  This is where 
judgement and local knowledge are invaluable. 

Industry Performance Measure Units Logic
MPI 

Weight

Historical U.S. growth in sales 
2008-2018

Compound 
Annual Growth %

Growing sectors are preferred 5%

Projected U.S. sector sales 
growth through 2018-2028

Compound 
Annual Growth %

Future growth is even more 
critical

25%

Value of Kent County imports 2018 in nominal $
Current dearth in local supply 
suggests ready-made markets 
and fewer competitors

35%

Regional Purchase Coefficient
2018 % of 
demand met by 
local supply

The higher the RPC, the more 
spending stays and resounds 
locally 

5%

% of Employment in 
Establishments w/ LT 100 
employees

Percentage of 
total 
establishments

Sectors with smaller scales 
more compatible with current 
Kent infrastructure and 
available commercial space

5%

Average Salary per Worker 
(2018)

Nominal dollars
Higher wages mean greater 
economic impact

25%

Total 100%
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The Target Cluster Process First Deployed in 
2018 was Updated Using More Recent Data  

Rockport repeated the 2018 Kent County target cluster process using the most recent sales, 
employment, wage, and business location data to:

1. test the ongoing validity of Kent’s original targets,

2. consider potential new targets to add to the list,

3. examine the supply chain requirements of Kent targets (and all other industries), ranking 
those sectors based upon the degree to which their goods and services must currently be 
imported, and building a ready-made case for potential new entrants,

4. drill down on three specific communities within Kent –Smyrna, Dover, and Milford – and 
repeat/apply the same methodology.

Rather than just providing data and tables to Kent ED professionals, Rockport Analytics mounted the 
raw data and clustering analysis into a pair of interactive Excel-based query tools to facilitate the 
ongoing use of the analysis resources.   As KEP members consider ED strategies or target specific 
entry/expansion candidates these resources can help build a data-driven case for Kent, Dover, Smyrna, 
and Milford as viable locations for success.
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2020-21 Target Cluster/Subsector 
Analysis and Selection

Kent County
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Original Targets and Suggested Additions

1. The median 2018 MPI value for all Kent County sectors is 50.3.

2. The Light Manufacturing, Fabricated Metals, and Rental/Leasing/Repair sectors have emerged as strong potential Targets in 2018.

3. Establishment counts are reported by the Bureau of Census for private sector businesses only

4. Potential Job Gains and Potential Wage Gains are calculated by estimating the gains associated with the elimination of all imports in 
the sector. 

5. Imports are depicted as a negative and represent sectors whose local demand is greater than local supply.  Exports (positive values) 
indicate local supply in excess of local demand.

The Case for the Original Targets Has Only Become Stronger in Two Years 

Time. Meanwhile, Three New Candidates ● Have Also Emerged.

●

What if all Imports were supplied 

locally?:

Target 

Cluster 

Code

Target Cluster Name 2016 BEA Jobs 
2018 BEA 

Jobs

2018 

Gain/Loss 

Jobs

2016 

Import/Export 

(x1000)

2018 

Import/Export 

(x1000)

2016 Total Sales 

(x1000)

2018 Total Sales 

(x1000)

Average of 

2016 MPI 

Standardized

Average of 

2018 MPI 

Standardized

2016 Kent 

Cty Estabs

2018 

Kent Cty 

Estabs

2018 

Potential 

Jobs

2018 Potential Wage 

Gains (x1000)

01
Business & Legal 

Services 6,583 
7,547 964 

($820,453.4) ($854,353.3) $645,480.3 $846,801.9 56.3 62.4 753 846 7,664 $10,140,374.1 

03
Health Care

9,906 
10,533 627 

($107,325.8) ($268,799.8) $932,550.9 $1,056,059.1 57.3 61.3 383 475 2,069 $1,371,360.0 

02
Distribution, 

Warehousing, Logistics 2,901 
2,913 11 

($228,538.0) ($311,014.5) $386,724.9 $628,392.2 82.6 60.2 138 145 1,595 $1,455,269.0 

07
Rental, Leasing, Repair, 

Maintenance 636 
614 (23)

$186,222.9 $15,266.8 $289,833.7 $131,264.5 45.3 52.2 40 40 n/a n/a

12
Light Manufacturing

1,479 
1,057 (421)

($430,399.0) ($633,575.9) $506,797.0 $344,330.6 43.5 48.1 511 359 2,046 $3,115,071.3 

09
Fabricated Metals

413 
534 120 

($56,491.5) ($40,267.0) $79,480.3 $112,303.7 45.1 46.6 372 403 193 $37,502.5 

Grand 

Total 

Targets

34,272 23,197 (11,075) ($4,205,891.0) ($2,092,743.8) $5,350,803.4 $3,119,152.0 48.1 51.0 2,197 2,268 13,566 $16,119,576.9 

Grand 

Total 

All Kent 

Sectors

88,488 91,015 2,527 ($3,633,949) ($4,142,574) $12,256,913 $13,362,669 3,323 3,583 

●

●
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• Local demand @ $1.7 billion (2018), up over $300 million 
(+16%) from 2016.  Still, about half was imported ($841 
million) into Kent.  If these imports could be eliminated, as 
many as 6,600 high paying jobs could be created.

• Business Services firms serve local and regional/national 
markets, the latter bringing new income into the county

• Average wages @ $62k+/yr -good for ripple effect gains.  
Overall, Kent average wages were $39,380 per year.

• Real (inflation-adjusted) revenue growth in U.S. business 
services is expected to average 2.7%/yr through 2028.

• Average business size @10 employees per suggests lower 
capital hurdles and compatibility with available commercial 
space

Case 
for 

Kent

• Computer design & programming ($158 million)

• Architectural & Engineering ($88 million)

• Employment/HR Services ($51 million)

• Advertising/PR ($48 million)

• Legal Services ($30 million)

• Accounting Services ($56 million)

Key 
Subsectors

(w Kent imports)

• Workforce attraction, development

• Quality of life

• Remote ability to provide these services can 
make attraction argument more difficult 

Challenges

Recommended Target #1:

Business & Legal Services
Analysis now 

based on 2018 

and 2019 data
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• Local demand @ $939 billion (2018) up $324 million 
from 2016 (+53%).  Kent continues to import about 33% 
of total demand.  Closing this import gap could create as 
many as 1,800 jobs paying an average salary of about 
$70k per year. 

• New DWL firms can serve both local and regional 
markets.

• Average wages @ $67k+/yr –well above Kent County 
average.

• Future real revenue growth through 2028 very favorable 
at 2.6% per year. 

• Average business size @20 employees per suggests 
moderate capital hurdles –metal buildings and material 
handling equipment.  Land costs a Kent advantage.

Case 
for 

Kent

• Wholesale Trade ($311 million), especially 
Communications, Commercial, Medical, 
Pipes/Valves/Meters, Industrial Equipment & Supplies

• Logistics & Trucking ($49 million)

• Warehousing & Storage @ +$68 million

Key 
Subsectors

(w Kent imports)

• Workforce attraction, retention, development
• Given high productivity rates, fewer jobs per ft2

of space 
• Somewhat higher capital hurdles

Challenges

Recommended Target #2:

Distribution, Warehousing, Logistics
Analysis now 

based on 2018 

and 2019 data
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• Local demand @ $1.3 billion (2018) up from $1.1B in 2016.  
Kent demand currently being met with $269 million (20%) in 
imports from outside the county. Closing some of this gap 
would generate as many as 2,600 new well-paid jobs.

• Consistent with an aging population and an older in-
migration demographic.

• Average wages @ $63k/yr –well above current Kent average

• Future real revenue and job growth are extremely favorable 
at 3.3% and 2.8% per year through 2028, respectively. 

• Small average business size for medical offices @12 
employees, nursing care @40 suggests lower capital hurdles 
and some compatibility with available space

Case 
for 

Kent

• Offices of Physicians ($142 million)

• Offices of Dentists ($13 million)

• Outpatient Care Facilities ($45million)

• Nursing & Community Care ($61 million)

• Other Ambulatory Care ($9 million)

Key 
Subsectors

(w Kent imports)

• Workforce attraction, retention, development
• Local population equates “outside Kent” with 

higher quality
• Quality of life 
• Long-term growth limited by population gains 

Challenges

Recommended Target #3:

Health Care
Analysis now 

based on 2018 

and 2019 data
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• Local demand @ $153 million (2018) with more than $40 
million being imported from outside of Kent (26%).  
Closing this gap could create as many as 135 relatively 
well-paying jobs. 

• Virtually every subsector within Fabricated Metals in an 
import position, with Machined Products and Fab Metal 
Services showing particularly large shortfalls.

• Average wages @ $48k+/yr –above Kent County average

• Future revenue and job growth are relatively favorable at 
2% and 0.5% per year through 2028, respectively. 

• Average business size @26 employees suggests 
moderate capital hurdles.  Space requirements in the 
cluster align well with existing structures and planned 
build.  Land costs remain a Kent advantage.

Case 
for 

Kent

• Machined Products ($16 million)
• Fab Metal Services ($17 million),
• Turned Products, Nuts, Bolts, Screws ($6 million)
• Valve Fittings, Other Plumbing ($7.7 million)

Key 
Subsectors

(w Kent imports)

• Workforce attraction, development

• Supply chain requirements critical, many of 
which are now in import positions across Kent.  
This could be another related opportunity.

• Quality of life

Challenges

Target #4:

Fabricated Metals

Fabricated Metals

Analysis based on 

2018 and 2019 data
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• Local demand @ $942 million (2018), of which $598 
million or 63% is currently being imported into the 
county.  Closing this import gap could create as many as 
1,250 well-paying jobs. 

• Kent has relatively few light manufacturing business (31 
establishments) and employees (1,056).  The average 
Kent light manufacturing business currently has just 37 
employees. 

• Average wages @ $53k+/yr –above Kent County average

• Future revenue and job growth for the sector are 
relatively flat but gains in market share provide ample 
opportunity. 

• Space requirements align well with current and planned 
structures, as does skills development with area schools.

Case 
for 

Kent

• Construction Machinery ($23 million)
• Bread & Bakery ($20 million),
• Surgical & Medical Instruments ($20 million)
• Lighting Fixtures ($12 million)
• Many others with similar skill and space needs

Key 
Subsectors

(w Kent imports)

• Workforce attraction, development

• Supply chain requirements critical, many of 
which are now in import positions across Kent.  
This could be another related opportunity.

• Quality of life

Challenges

Additional Target #5:

Light Manufacturing

Light
Manufacturing

Analysis based on 

2018 and 2019 data
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• Local demand @ $942 million (2018), of which $598 
million or 63% is currently being imported into the 
county.  Closing this import gap could create as many as 
1,250 well-paying jobs. 

• Kent has relatively few light manufacturing business (31 
establishments) and employees (1,056).  The average 
Kent light manufacturing business currently has just 37 
employees. 

• Average wages @ $53k+/yr –above Kent County average

• Future revenue and job growth for the sector are 
relatively flat but gains in market share provide ample 
opportunity. 

• Space requirements align well with current and planned 
structures.

Case 
for 

Kent

• Machined Products ($16 million)
• Fab Metal Services ($17 million),
• Turned Products, Nuts, Bolts, Screws ($6 million)
• Valve Fittings, Other Plumbing ($7.7 million)

Key 
Subsectors

(w Kent imports)

• Workforce attraction, development

• Supply chain requirements critical, many of 
which are now in import positions across Kent.  
This could be another related opportunity.

• Quality of life

Challenges

Additional Target #6:

Rental, Leasing, & Repair

Rental, Leasing 
& Repair

Analysis based on 

2018 and 2019 data
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A Target List Was Provided in Excel Format to 
Facilitate Deeper Dives and Further Analysis

1. Establishment counts are reported for private sector businesses only

2. Potential Job Gains and Potential Wage Gains are calculated by estimating the gains associated with the elimination of all imports in the 
sector.  Those sectors that are currently exporting goods & services from Kent County are not included.

3. Imports are depicted as a negative and represent sectors whose local demand is greater than local supply.  Exports (positive values) 
indicate local supply in excess of local demand.
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Workforce Data Was Collected for Kent 
County in Total plus Smyrna, Dover, Milford

Rockport created Excel query tools for each community that used the latest occupational employment 
data to facilitate the query and analysis of supply/demand conditions for more than 500 unique 
occupational categories in Kent County.  Examples of analysis include:

✓ Query the current local demand and salaries (# of existing 
jobs) in occupational/skillsets ranging from laborers to 
machinists to plant managers, from engineers to construction 
trades, from business administrators to accountants/auditors, 
and many more.

✓ Compare the current demand and local supply of a broad 
array of skillsets in each Kent community that are within 30, 
45, and 60-minute commute times from that community.

✓ Perform Workforce Analysis on selected targets –demand, 
supply, and potential sources of critical skilled workers.

✓ To help a potential new community entrant understand 
current labor conditions, the user can pick out specific 
community sector targets, examine their current occupational 
employment profile and analyze the number of employees in 
those skillsets and current salaries that exist in surrounding 
metro areas (Wilmington, Salisbury, Dover).
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Broad Skill Requirements of Potential Entrant 
or Expansion Candidate: Kent County

Rockport Analytics provided the KEP with an Excel-based tool that compares what a potential new entrant would require in workforce with 
the current jobs and average salaries in each occupation that exist in each community  Next, the tool describes the number of jobs in those 
occupations that exist in neighboring metro areas, along with their average salaries.

The example below shows what a potential entrant in the Target Cluster, “Business & Legal Services” and subsector, “Data Processing…” 
would need in skillsets (top 15 only) relative to current conditions in those occupations in Kent and surrounding markets.

Kent County, Delaware -Target Industry Worforce Analysis

2019 Broad Occupation Requirements by Target Subsector Vs. Existing Local and 

Regional Demand

Target Cluster 
Name

Business & Legal 
Services

Skill-set needs of 
new entrant 

Current 
Kent Co 

Jobs 
Where can I find them and how much will they cost?

Industry -by-Occupation Average Across All Industries

IC544 Subsector Name OES Code -Broad Broad Occupation Name
2019 US Average % of 

Industry

2018 Existing 
Kent County 

Jobs

2019 US Average 
Salary

2019 Dover Jobs 
All-Industry 

2019 Dover 
Average Salary

2019 Phil-Wilm-Cam 
All-Industry Jobs

2019 Phil-Wilm-
Cam Average 

Salary

2019 Salisbury All-
Industry Jobs

2019 Salisbury 
Average Salary

436
Data processing, hosting, 
and related services 15-1250

Software and Web Developers, 
Programmers, and Testers 18.0% 9 $293,170 260 $77,410 36,070 $275,100 360 $254,150

43-4050 Customer Service Representatives 8.2% 4 $39,980 1,120 $36,210 63,720 $40,160 2,140 $33,290

15-1230 Computer Support Specialists 7.6% 4 $130,950 210 $108,790 16,640 $133,280 420 $102,580

15-1210 Computer and Information Analysts 5.8% 3 $197,650 170 $88,310 14,490 $212,070 340 $171,450

15-1240
Database and Network 
Administrators and Architects 5.6% 3 $313,750 250 $230,460 15,060 $300,920 340 $268,330

41-3090
Miscellaneous Sales Representatives, 
Services 5.0% 3 $75,090 240 $56,680 21,750 $78,050 950 $64,310

11-3020
Computer and Information Systems 
Managers 3.5% 2 $165,430 100 $128,000 9,380 $157,910 170 $127,240

15-1290
Miscellaneous Computer 
Occupations 3.3% 2 $90,240 50 $61,440 10,730 $94,230 0 $0

43-9020
Data Entry and Information 
Processing Workers 2.8% 1 $65,110 90 $31,100 5,880 $73,990 80 $29,160

11-1020 General and Operations Managers 2.6% 1 $156,190 540 $117,800 42,310 $153,250 1,750 $102,590

13-1190
Miscellaneous Business Operations 
Specialists 2.4% 1 $91,790 190 $71,600 18,470 $87,160 240 $67,680

11-2020 Marketing and Sales Managers 2.3% 1 $330,050 90 $162,740 12,260 $317,550 400 $328,140

13-1160
Market Research Analysts and 
Marketing Specialists 2.2% 1 $85,030 170 $63,790 15,790 $78,070 440 $52,370

43-1010
First-Line Supervisors of Office and 
Administrative Support Workers 1.9% 1 $65,840 810 $54,570 33,690 $67,230 1,700 $52,960

13-2010 Accountants and Auditors 1.9% 1 $84,150 530 $64,700 29,810 $84,590 980 $65,940
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Target 
Cluster 
Code

Target Cluster Name 2018 Jobs 

2018 Total 
Employee 

Compensation 
(x1000)

2018 Smyrna 
Comp per 

Worker

2018 Total 
Local Supply 

(x1000)

2018 Total 
Local Demand 

(x1000)

2018 
Import/Export 

(x1000)

2018 MPI 
Standardized 

2017 ZBP 
Estabs

2018 
Potential 

Jobs 

2018 Potential 
Wages

03 Health Care 786 $33,108.8 $42,110 $123,370.0 $326,615.5 ($203,164.9) 68.0 12 1,295 $753,650.6

01 Business & Legal Services 301 $14,251.9 $47,342 $31,686.5 $201,721.1 ($169,423.9) 62.0 8 1,610 $2,670,016.7

02
Distribution, Warehousing, 
Logistics

1,238 $68,944.5 $55,694 $167,305.8 $155,264.7 $18,009.0 57.1 7 - $0.0

07
Rental, Leasing, Repair, 
Maintenance

32 $968.1 $30,348 $3,749.9 $16,525.5 ($12,734.3) 55.5 23 108 $24,252.1

12 Light Manufacturing 5 $143.9 $28,020 $1,231.3 $27,071.3 ($25,542.6) 53.9 
-

107 $160,623.7

09 Fabricated Metals 14 $572.6 $42,174 $5,055.9 $21,443.7 ($16,120.1) 49.8 
-

43 $69,004.1

Total Target Clusters 2,376 $117,989.9 $49,663 $332,399.3 $748,641.8 ($408,976.8) 57.7 49 2,923 $18,617,674.

Total Smyrna All Sectors 11,916 $627,928.9 $52,696 $1,750,195.1 $2,984,143.4 ($1,233,948.3) 54.3 547 -

Target Cluster Results for Smyrna

In 2020-21, Rockport Analytics performed a target cluster analysis for Smyrna using the 
targets vetted and chosen for Kent County.  The goal was to seek a manageable list of viable 
targets for ED strategy and outreach. 

Smyrna Target Cluster Results

• Health Care is the target cluster with the highest MPI score (68 out of 100).  This is driven by the relatively large imports of health 
services ($203 million) into the community.  If all imports could be eliminated by attracting new business candidates into Smyrna, an 
estimated 1,295 new jobs could be created at an average wage of $42k per year.

• Business & Legal Services is also a sector that is currently underserved in Smyrna with imports in excess of $169 million in 2018 and an 
MPI of 62.  High future growth and relatively higher wages also makes this an excellent candidate for targeted attraction strategies.

• Our analysis also suggests that Light Manufacturing would be an excellent target (MPI 54).  Compatible space requirements, good 
transportation networks, and proximity to Wilmington labor markets make an attractive relocation argument.
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• Local demand @ $327 million (2018).  Meanwhile, local 
supply is only $123 million.  Current Smyrna demand being 
met importing $203 million (62%) from outside the 
community. Closing some of this gap could generate as many 
as 1,295 new well-paid jobs.

• Consistent with an aging population and an older in-
migration demographic, both current trends across Kent.

• Average wages @ $60k/yr –well above current Kent average

• Future real revenue and job growth are extremely favorable 
at 3.0% and 2.4% per year through 2028, respectively. 

• Small average business size for medical offices @12 
employees, nursing care @40 suggests lower capital hurdles 
and some compatibility with existing available space

Case for 
Smyrna

• Hospitals ($81 million)

• Offices of Physicians ($53 million)

• Outpatient Care Facilities ($16 million)

• Dentists ($11 million)

• Other Health Practitioners ($9 million)

Key 
Subsectors

(w Smyrna imports)

• Workforce attraction, retention,  development
• Currently, local population equates “outside 

Kent” with higher quality
• Quality of life 
• Long-term growth limited by population gains 

Challenges

Recommended Target #1:

Health Care
Analysis now 

based on 2018 

and 2019 data
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• Local demand @ $202 million (2018).  Local supply @ $32 
million or only 15% of demand. Remainder satisfied by 
importing about $169 million into the community. If these 
imports could be eliminated, as many as 1,600 well paid jobs 
could be created.

• Business Services firms serve local and regional/national 
markets, the latter bringing new income into the county.

• Average wages @ $47k+/yr -good for ripple effect gains.

• Real (inflation-adjusted) revenue growth in U.S. business 
services is expected to average 2.7%/yr through 2028.

• Average business size @12 employees per suggests lower 
capital hurdles and compatibility with current available 
commercial space

Case for 
Smyrna

• Architectural & Engineering ($23 million)

• Data Processing & Hosting($19 million)

• Computer Systems Design ($16 million)

• Advertising/PR ($13 million)

• Legal Services ($18 million)

• Accounting Services ($10 million)

Key 
Subsectors
(w Smyrna imports)

• Workforce attraction, development

• Quality of life

• Remote ability to provide these services can 
make attraction argument more difficult  

Challenges

Recommended Target #2:

Business & Legal Services
Analysis now 

based on 2018 

and 2019 data
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• Local demand @ $155 million (2018), while area supply is 
$173 million.  Smyrna is an overall export position (+$18M) 
on the strength of area trucking and warehouse companies 
including Walmart of course.

• The argument for this target is twofold: First, given export 
position, labor and supply chain needs are already on hand 
i.e.–agglomeration advantages. Second, many Wholesale 
subsectors are in import positions that currently total $100 
million.  

• New DWL firms can serve both local and regional markets.

• Future real revenue growth through 2028 very favorable at 
2.6% per year. 

• Average business size @20 employees per suggests moderate 
capital hurdles –metal buildings and material handling 
equipment.  Land costs a Kent advantage.

Case for 
Smyrna

• Wholesale Trade ($100 million), especially 
Communications, Commercial, Medical, 
Pipes/Valves/Meters, Industrial Equipment & Supplies

• Logistics & Trucking @+$5 million

• Warehousing & Storage @ +$108 million

Key 
Subsectors

(w Smyrna imports)

• Workforce attraction, retention, development
• Given high productivity rates, fewer jobs per ft2

of space 
• Somewhat higher capital hurdles

Challenges

Recommended Target #3:

Distribution, Warehousing, Logistics
Analysis now 

based on 2018 

and 2019 data
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• There are currently only 5 reported jobs in the subsectors 
that make up Light Manufacturing in Smyrna.  Local demand 
@ $27 million (2018), of which $25 million or 63% is currently 
being imported into the Smyrna area.

• Smyrna has relatively few light manufacturing business (33 
reported establishments) and employees. For many reasons, 
the area is ripe for new investment.

• The average Kent light manufacturing business currently has 
just 45 employees. Moreover, this target can serve regional 
and national markets.

• Average wages @ $60k+/yr –above Kent County average

• Future revenue and job growth for the sector are relatively 
flat but gains in market share provide opportunity. 

• Space requirements align well with current and planned 
structures, as does skills development with area schools.

Case for 
Smyrna

• Construction Machinery ($23 million)
• Bread & Bakery ($20 million),
• Surgical & Medical Instruments ($20 million)
• Lighting Fixtures ($12 million)
• Many others with similar skill and space needs

Key 
Subsectors

(w Kent-wide imports)

• Workforce attraction, development

• Supply chain requirements critical, many of 
which are now in import positions across Kent.  
This could be another related opportunity.

• Quality of life

Challenges

Additional Target #4:

Light Manufacturing

Light
Manufacturing

Analysis based on 

2018 and 2019 data
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A Target List Was Provided in Excel Format to 
Facilitate Deeper Dives and Further Analysis

Similar data and targeting methodologies were deployed to vet a manageable number of suggested targets for each community.  Reports 
were delivered in Excel format that facilitated further analysis and deeper dives into the source data.
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Each Community was Also Provided With an Analysis 
of Local Supply Chain Requirements

The table above provides a ranked list of the supply chain sectors most necessary for existing Smyrna businesses to succeed, be they 
target clusters or not.  The full list of “Sell Sectors” is 544 long and was provided to each community in Excel format to facilitate further 
analysis and deeper dives into the data.  Analyzing the list above, we note that Smyrna has several sectors who are in large import 
positions (2018 data).  Large imports indicate that Smyrna is currently underserved by local providers of these goods & services and must  
import part of what is needed.  An argument could be made to a potential relocation candidate or an existing Smyrna business in these 
sectors that Smyrna (or Kent County in general) would be an excellent location given the underserved nature of their local market.  

Smyrna
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2019 Smyrna Skill-Set Demand vs. Available Supply:
All Sectors and Occupational Categories

Kent County Workforce Analysis:  Smyrna Skill Set Demand vs. Supply

2019 Skill-Set 

Demand

2019 WORKERS2 Within Drive Time from 

Smyrna:

OES 

Major 

Code

Occupation Name

2019 Estimated 

Total Smyrna 

JOBS1

30-min 45-min 60-min

11-0000 Management occupations 551 10,484 32,269 62,255 

13-0000 Business and financial operations occupations 581 4,916 17,542 32,259 

15-0000 Computer and mathematical occupations 189 2,601 10,583 19,459 
17-0000 Architecture and engineering occupations 135 1,724 5,591 10,082 

19-0000 Life, physical, and social science occupations 133 1,145 4,750 8,128 

21-0000 Community and social service occupations 277 1,857 6,874 11,675 
23-0000 Legal occupations 82 833 3,228 6,923 

25-0000 Educational instruction, and library occupations 1,047 6,907 21,234 37,861 

27-0000
Arts, design, entertainment, sports, and media 

occupations
89 1,177 4,694 8,640 

29-0000 Healthcare practitioners and technical occupations: 342 7,452 20,282 37,839 

31-0000 Healthcare support occupations 332 3,100 10,050 17,437 
33-0000 Protective service occupations: 372 3,331 9,137 14,559 

35-0000 Food preparation and serving related occupations 683 6,167 19,653 32,303 

37-0000
Building and grounds cleaning and maintenance 

occupations
211 3,140 12,369 20,769 

39-0000 Personal care and service occupations 264 2,554 9,473 16,531 
41-0000 Sales and related occupations 784 9,013 30,211 54,279 

43-0000 Office and administrative support occupations 1,322 11,380 40,942 69,901 

45-0000 Farming, fishing, and forestry occupations 62 489 2,229 5,262 
47-0000 Construction and extraction occupations 498 4,763 16,836 27,908 

49-0000 Installation, maintenance, and repair occupations 469 3,992 11,529 19,213 

51-0000 Production occupations 589 5,209 14,970 26,217 
53-0000 Transportation occupations 653 4,610 13,285 21,507 
53-7000 Material moving occupations 1,004 3,920 12,288 20,521 

RMDR Farming and Unknown 1,246 

Total Employment 11,916 100,764 330,019 581,528 

1. This data is the current number of JOBS (place of work) in Smyrna.  It comes from the combination of BEA job counts (gleaned from 
establishment surveys) merged with the BLS’s OES National level industry-by-occupation data (also from establishment surveys).

2. This data measures the # of available WORKERS within each drive-time distance..  It comes from the Census Bureau stemming from 
surveys of households.

• This data compares the current number of jobs in 
Smyrna with the available worker supply within 
designated commute times (see map on p.26).

• The demand data (JOBS) is estimated by using the 
reported industry employment data from the BEA 
and distributing it by occupation using national 
level industry-by-occupation data from the BLS’s 
OES survey.  Both sources come from surveys of 
businesses.

• The supply data (WORKERS) comes from the 
Census Bureau using the household census and 
interim ACS surveys.

• While the JOBS data is available at more detailed 
occupational levels, the WORKERS data is not.  
Rockport has aggregated the former and matched 
it with worker supply data to reveal any 
significant gaps.

• Based upon these estimates, it appears there is 
adequate supply for virtually all broad skill-sets 
within a 30-minute drive of Smyrna.

• A 45-minute commute essentially satisfies all 
current demand with plenty leftover for any new 
entrants.  A 60-minute commute brings in 
potential applicants from Southeastern PA and 
New Jersey (see map on page 26).  

• The devil is clearly in the details with respect to 
the exact occupational requirements of a new 
Smyrna entrant.  Please see the accompany Excel 
spreadsheet providing greater detail for each 
Target Sector and Subsector.
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Smyrna, Delaware -Target Industry Worforce Analysis

2019 Detailed Occupation Requirements by Target Subsector Vs. Existing Local and 

Regional Demand

Target 
Cluster 
Name

Distribution, Warehousing, 
Logistics

Skill-set needs of 
new entrant 

Current 
Smyrna 

Jobs 
Where can I find them and how much will they cost?

Industry -by-Occupation Average Across All Industries

IC544 Subsector Name OES Code Occupation Name
2019 US Average % of 

Industry

2019 Smyrna 
Occ 

Employment 
(US 

Distribution)

2019 US Average 
Salary

2019 
Dover 

Jobs All-
Industry 

2019 Dover 
Average 
Salary

2019 Phil-
Wilm-Cam 
All-Industry 

Jobs

2019 Phil-
Wilm-
Cam 

Average 
Salary

2019 
Salisbury 

All-Industry 
Jobs

2019 
Salisbury 
Average 
Salary

400
Wholesale - Other nondurable 
goods merchant wholesalers

41-4012
Sales Representatives, Wholesale and 
Manufacturing, Except Technical and Scientific 
Products

13.9% 1 $69,580 310 $69,050 27,130 $79,720 1,180 $66,930

53-7062
Laborers and Freight, Stock, and Material Movers, 
Hand

9.4% 1 $33,000 880 $26,710 63,640 $33,010 1,790 $28,390

53-3032 Heavy and Tractor-Trailer Truck Drivers 9.2% 1 $45,760 680 $50,980 29,670 $49,640 1,780 $46,510

53-7065 Stockers and Order Fillers 4.9% 0 $32,340 800 $27,540 43,200 $28,650 2,010 $30,120

53-3033 Light Truck Drivers 4.4% 0 $35,540 340 $39,850 18,400 $37,750 1,110 $33,000

11-1021 General and Operations Managers 4.4% 0 $121,450 540 $117,800 42,310 $153,250 1,750 $102,590

43-4051 Customer Service Representatives 4.4% 0 $40,430 1,120 $36,210 63,720 $40,160 2,140 $33,290

43-9061 Office Clerks, General 3.5% 0 $36,630 850 $29,750 69,020 $39,480 2,400 $30,450

45-2092
Farmworkers and Laborers, Crop, Nursery, and 
Greenhouse

2.9% 0 $28,250 - $0 1,790 $33,420 80 $28,210

43-3031 Bookkeeping, Accounting, and Auditing Clerks 2.8% 0 $43,840 700 $39,180 29,660 $44,880 1,690 $38,790

43-5071 Shipping, Receiving, and Inventory Clerks 2.3% 0 $35,640 260 $39,220 12,140 $36,290 730 $31,570

53-1047
First-Line Supervisors of Transportation and Material 
Moving Workers, Except Aircraft Cargo Handling 
Supervisors

1.7% 0 $59,030 240 $57,390 9,510 $59,740 470 $56,450

43-6014
Secretaries and Administrative Assistants, Except 
Legal, Medical, and Executive

1.7% 0 $37,730 1,280 $38,120 43,180 $42,200 3,060 $37,160

43-1011
First-Line Supervisors of Office and Administrative 
Support Workers

1.7% 0 $62,510 810 $54,570 33,690 $67,230 1,700 $52,960

41-2031 Retail Salespersons 1.5% 0 $32,680 2,280 $26,280 75,850 $30,810 6,200 $28,450

Rockport Analytics provided each community with an Excel-based tool that compares what a potential new entrant would require in workforce with the current jobs and 
average salaries in each occupation.  Next, the tool describes the number of jobs in those occupations that exist in neighboring metro areas, along with average salaries for 
same.  The example below shows what a potential entrant in the Target Cluster, “Distribution, Warehousing, Logistics” and subsector, “Other Nondurable Wholesalers” 
would need in skillsets (top 15 only) relative to current conditions in those occupations in Kent and surrounding markets.

Detailed Skill Requirements of Potential 
Entrant/Expansion Candidate: Smyrna
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Drive-Times from Smyrna
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2020-21 Target Cluster/Subsector 
Analysis and Selection

Dover
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Target Cluster Results for Dover

In 2020-21, Rockport Analytics performed a target cluster analysis for Dover using the targets vetted and 
chosen for Kent County.  The goal was to seek a manageable list of viable targets for ED strategy and 
outreach. 

Dover Target Cluster Results

• DWL scores the highest among Dover targets with an MPI of 71.3 (0 to 100).  Imports of more than $313 million suggest Dover is an 
underserved market.  Higher average wages and expectations for future growth also pushed up the MPI score.  Cheaper land prices and 
currently compatible space also help to make DWL a top target choice for Dover.  If all DWL imports could be eliminated by attracting 
new business candidates into Dover, an estimated 1,332 new jobs could be created at an average wage of $65k per year.

• Business & Legal Services is also an excellent target for Dover with an MPI score of 70.9.  Dover is also underserved in this cluster 
having to import more than $451 million.  High future growth and relatively higher wages (average of $47k per year) also drives 
Business & Legal Services to the top of the list.

• Our analysis also suggests that Light Manufacturing would be an excellent target (MPI 56.9).  Compatible space, lower land costs, good 
transportation networks, and proximity to the southern part of Wilmington labor markets help make an attractive relocation argument.

Target 
Cluster 
Code

Target Cluster Name 2018 Jobs 

2018 Total 
Employee 

Compensation 
(x1000)

2018 Average 
Comp/Worker

2018 Total 
Local Supply

2018 Total 
Demand

2018 
Import/Export

2018 MPI 
Standardized 

2017 ZBP 
Estabs

2018 
Potential 

Jobs 

2018 Potential 
Wages

02
Distribution, Warehousing, 
Logistics (DWL)

1,031 $61,699.6 $65,226 $274,772.7 $588,612.7 ($313,829.6) 71.3 7 1,332 $1,069,185.4

01 Business & Legal Services 6,800 $316,314.9 $46,604 $778,815.2 $1,260,157.9 ($451,501.2) 70.9 29 3,984 $6,608,707.8

03 Health Care 9,520 $509,770.1 $50,850 $980,256.0 $968,040.5 $194,539.1 65.9 39 -

07

Rental, Leasing, Repair, 
Maintenance

413 $10,921.8 $28,922 $110,474.0 $80,987.9 $30,907.3 61.9 36 -

09 Fabricated Metals 69 $2,911.5 $41,985 $14,059.5 $105,249.3 ($89,635.6) 58.0 - 404 $665,713.5

12 Light Manufacturing 397 $13,437.7 $33,739 $70,885.2 $384,416.2 ($305,257.7) 56.9 36 1,561 $5,655,137.3

08 Printing & Print Services 167 $5,872.1 $35,222 $19,667.6 $20,997.6 ($6,224.0) 54.3 - 74 $3,450.2

Total Local Target Clusters 18,396 $920,927.7 $45,536 $2,248,930.3 $3,408,462.1 ($941,001.7) 61.0 147 7,354 $14,002,194.1

Total Dover -All Sectors 66,790 $3,117,125.4 $46,670 $9,739,249.3 $11,794,465.6 ($1,670,848.2) 2,495 
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• Local sector demand @ $589 million in 2018.  Meanwhile, 
supply was only $274 million, resulting in $314 million in 
Dover area imports –about 53% of total demand. Closing this 
import gap could create as many as 1,640 jobs paying an 
average salary of about $62k per year.

• Dover currently has 64 DWT establishments employing about 
1,000 people.

• New DWL firms can serve both local and regional markets 
bringing new income into Dover.

• Future real revenue growth through 2028 very favorable at 
2.7% per year. 

• Average business size @15 employees suggests moderate 
capital hurdles –metal buildings and material handling 
equipment.  Lower land costs and solid transportation assets 
are a Dover advantage.

Case 
for 

Dover

• Wholesale Trade ($220 million), especially 
Communications, Commercial, Medical, 
Pipes/Valves/Meters, Industrial Equipment & Supplies

• Logistics & Trucking ($63 million)

• Warehousing & Storage ($31 million)

Key 
Subsectors

(w Dover imports)

• Workforce attraction, retention, development
• Given higher productivity rates, fewer jobs per 

ft2 of space 
• Moderately high capital hurdles

Challenges

Recommended Target #1:

Distribution, Warehousing, Logistics
Analysis now 

based on 2018 

and 2019 data
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• Dover area demand nearly $1.3 billion(2018), while area 
supply was only $779 million.  This resulted in about $452 
million in imports to Dover, or about 36% of total demand. If 
these imports could be eliminated, as many as 3,840 high 
paying jobs could be created.

• Business Services firms serve local and regional/national 
markets, the latter bringing new income into the county

• Average wages @ $47k+/yr –higher than Kent overall average 
and good for ripple effect gains.

• Real (inflation-adjusted) revenue growth in U.S. business 
services is expected to average 2.5%/yr through 2028.

• Average business size @10 employees suggests lower capital 
hurdles and compatibility with current commercial space

Case 
for 

Dover

• Computer design & programming ($47 million)

• Architectural & Engineering ($36 million)

• Employment/HR Services ($38 million)

• Advertising/PR ($15 million)

• Management Consulting ($47 million)

• Accounting Services ($33 million)

Key 
Subsectors

(w Dover imports)

• Workforce attraction, development

• Quality of life

• Remote ability to provide these services can 
make attraction argument more difficult  

Challenges

Recommended Target #2:

Business & Legal Services
Analysis now 

based on 2018 

and 2019 data
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• Dover area demand @ $384 million (2018).  With supply 
only about $78 million, Dover must import more than 
$305 million (79%) to meet area demand. Closing this 
import gap could create as many as 1,560 well-paying 
jobs. 

• Dover currently has only 36 LM establishments 
employing about 400 people. The average Dover area 
light manufacturing business currently has just 11 
employees. 

• Future revenue and job growth for the sector are 
relatively flat but gains in market share provide ample 
opportunity. 

• Space requirements align well with current and planned 
structures, as does skills development with area schools.

Case 
for 

Dover

• Frozen Specialties ($3 million)
• Bread & Bakery ($7 million),
• Dog & Cat Food ($14 million)
• Bottled/Canned Soft drinks ($25 million)
• Many others with similar skill and space needs

Key 
Subsectors

(w Dover imports)

• Workforce attraction, development

• Supply chain requirements critical, many of 
which are now in import positions across Kent.  
This could be another related opportunity.

• Quality of life

Challenges

Additional Target #3:

Light Manufacturing

Light
Manufacturing

Analysis based on 

2018 and 2019 data
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A Target List Was Provided in Excel Format to 
Facilitate Deeper Dives and Further Analysis

Similar data and targeting methodologies were deployed to vet a manageable number of suggested targets for each community.  
Reports were delivered in Excel format that facilitated further analysis and deeper dives into the source data.
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Each Community was Also Provided With an Analysis 
of Local Supply Chain Requirements

The table above provides a ranked list of the supply chain sectors most necessary for existing Dover businesses to succeed, be they target 
clusters or not.  The full list of “Sell Sectors” is 544 long and was provided to each community in Excel format to facilitate further analysis 
and deeper dives into the data.  Analyzing the list above, we note that Dover has several sectors who are in large import positions (2018 
data).  Large imports indicate that Dover is currently underserved by local providers of these goods & services and must import part of 
what is needed.  An argument could be made to a potential relocation candidate or an existing Dover business in these sectors that Dover 
(or Kent County in general) would be an excellent location given the underserved nature of their local market.  

Dover
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2019 Dover Skill-Set Demand vs. Available Supply:
All Sectors and All Occupations

Kent County Workforce Analysis:  Dover Skill Set Demand vs. Supply

2019 Skill-Set 

Demand

2019 WORKERS2 Within Drive Time from 

Dover:

OES 

Major 

Code

Occupation Name

2019 Estimated 

Total Dover 

JOBS1

30-min 45-min 60-min

11-0000 Management occupations 3,757 7,395 16,631 43,600 

13-0000 Business and financial operations occupations 4,332 3,413 7,308 22,315 

15-0000 Computer and mathematical occupations 1,584 1,324 3,734 12,674 
17-0000 Architecture and engineering occupations 726 1,350 2,844 6,879 

19-0000 Life, physical, and social science occupations 557 897 1,679 5,972 

21-0000 Community and social service occupations 1,433 1,999 3,505 9,088 
23-0000 Legal occupations 635 716 1,397 4,512 

25-0000 Educational instruction, and library occupations 3,275 5,272 10,788 27,987 

27-0000
Arts, design, entertainment, sports, and media 

occupations
1,009 1,067 1,965 6,196 

29-0000 Healthcare practitioners and technical occupations: 4,006 5,733 11,361 27,131 

31-0000 Healthcare support occupations 3,656 2,740 5,593 12,988 
33-0000 Protective service occupations: 1,431 2,908 5,109 11,071 

35-0000 Food preparation and serving related occupations 4,972 5,757 10,016 24,554 

37-0000
Building and grounds cleaning and maintenance 

occupations
2,114 2,718 6,210 16,934 

39-0000 Personal care and service occupations 1,894 2,468 4,295 12,423 
41-0000 Sales and related occupations 6,971 8,261 15,711 41,975 

43-0000 Office and administrative support occupations 9,013 9,729 20,116 52,187 

45-0000 Farming, fishing, and forestry occupations 164 449 1,600 3,197 
47-0000 Construction and extraction occupations 2,280 4,427 9,989 22,639 

49-0000 Installation, maintenance, and repair occupations 2,828 3,709 7,070 15,422 

51-0000 Production occupations 2,645 4,732 9,087 20,457 
53-0000 Transportation occupations 1,763 3,767 7,213 16,890 
53-7000 Material moving occupations 2,553 3,490 6,243 14,927 

RMDR Farming and Unknown 3,191 

Total Employment 66,790 84,321 169,464 432,018 

1. This data is the current number of JOBS (by place of work) in Dover.  It comes from the combination of BEA job counts (gleaned from 
establishment surveys) merged with the BLS’s OES National level industry-by-occupation data (also from establishment surveys).

2. This data measures the # of available WORKERS within each drive-time distance..  It comes from the Census Bureau’s surveys of 
households.

• This data compares the current number of jobs 
in Dover with the available supply of workers 
within designated commute times.

• The demand data (JOBS) is estimated by using 
the reported industry employment data from 
the BEA and distributing it by occupation using 
national level industry-by-occupation data from 
the BLS’s OES survey.  Both sources come from 
surveys of businesses.

• The supply data (WORKERS) comes from the 
Census Bureau using the household census and 
interim ACS surveys.

• While the JOBS data is available at more 
detailed occupational levels, the WORKERS 
data is not.  Rockport has aggregated the 
former and matched it with worker supply data 
to reveal any significant gaps.

• Based upon these estimates, it appears that 
there is adequate supply for virtually all broad 
skill-sets within a 30-minute drive of Dover, 
albeit with some notable close calls.

• A 45-minute commute essentially satisfies all 
current demand with plenty leftover for any 
new entrants.  

• The devil is clearly in the details with respect to 
the exact occupational requirements of a new 
Dover entrant.  Please see the accompanying 
Excel spreadsheet providing greater detail for 
each Target Sector and Subsector.
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Rockport Analytics provided each community with an Excel-based tool that compares what a potential new entrant would require in workforce with the 
current jobs and average salaries in each occupation.  Next, the tool describes the number of jobs in those occupations that exist in neighboring metro 
areas, along with average salaries for same.  The example below shows what a potential entrant in the Target Cluster, “Light Manufacturing” and subsector, 
“Bread and Bakery Product” would need in skillsets (top 20 of 400+) relative to current conditions in those occupations in Kent and surrounding markets.

Detailed Skill Requirements of Potential 
Entrant/Expansion Candidate: Dover
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Drive-Times from Dover
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2020-21 Target Cluster/Subsector 
Analysis and Selection

Milford
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Target Cluster Results for Milford

In 2020-21, Rockport Analytics performed a target cluster analysis for Milford using the targets vetted 
and chosen for Kent County.  The goal was to seek a manageable list of viable targets for ED strategy and 
outreach. 

Milford Target Cluster Results

• For Milford, Business & Legal Services scores the highest among Kent County target segments at an MPI of 79.9 out 100.  Milford is 
underserved in this cluster having to import more than $108 million.  Strong future growth and relatively higher wages (average of 
$33.5k per year) also helps to drive Business & Legal Services to the top of the list. If all Business & Legal imports could be eliminated 
by attracting new business candidates into Milford, an estimated 1,129 new jobs could be created.

• Health Care also scores highest among Milford targets at 79.3 (0 to 100).  Milford shows exports in this target cluster (+$23 million) 
given the magnetic draw of Bayhealth Hospital.  Clearly, other subcategories of Health Care (e.g. Outpatient Care) could add to this 
advantage. 

• Light Manufacturing would also find a good home in the Milford area.  An MPI of 71.4 suggests another strong candidate. Compatible 
space, lower land costs, and good transportation access help make an attractive relocation argument.

Target 
Cluster 
Code

Target Cluster Name
2018 
Jobs 

2018 Total 
Employee 

Compensation 
(x1000)

2018 Average 
Comp/Worker

2018 Total 
Local Supply 

(x1000)

2018 Total 
Local Demand 

(x1000)

2018 
Import/Export 

(x1000)

2018 MPI 
Standardized 

2017 ZBP 
Estabs

2018 
Potential 

Jobs 

2018 Potential 
Wages (x1000)

01
Business & Legal 
Services

1,495 $51,758.6 $33,500 $143,953.9 $257,957.6 ($108,703) 79.9 7 1,129 $1,872,921.8

03 Health Care 2,286 $140,402.5 $51,951 $282,981.5 $259,959.9 $23,237 79.3 14 
-

02
Distribution, 
Warehousing, Logistics

931 $55,218.9 $65,600 $176,574.5 $190,690.6 $11,340 78.3 4 
-

07
Rental, Leasing, 
Repair, Maintenance

130 $4,525.0 $35,717 $16,645.4 $20,725.6 ($3,812) 76.1 13 30 $6,643.9

09 Fabricated Metals 40 $2,422.4 $58,677 $7,854.4 $31,213.5 ($22,797) 72.2 - 115 $189,254.4

12 Light Manufacturing 94 $3,545.9 $34,480 $30,271.9 $100,929.7 ($69,663) 71.4 17 215 $768,425.0

Total All Target Clusters 4,975 $257,873.4 $44,039 $658,281.5 $861,477.0 ($170,398) 76.2 55 1,288 $10,926,034.1

Total Milford All Sectors 15,281 $657,256.7 $43,012 $2,598,858.4 $2,997,149.6 ($398,291) 640 
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• Milford area demand @ $258 million (2018).  Meanwhile, 
area supply reached only $149 million, resulting in imports of 
over $109 million to meet that demand. If these imports 
could be eliminated, as many as 1,100 high paying jobs could 
be created.

• Business Services firms serve local and regional/national 
markets, the latter bringing new income into the county

• Average wages @ $52k+/yr -good for ripple effect gains and 
higher than area average.

• Real (inflation-adjusted) revenue growth in U.S. business 
services is expected to average 2.5%/yr through 2028.

• Average business size @18 employees suggests lower capital 
hurdles and compatibility with available commercial space

Case for 
Milford

• Computer design & programming ($9 million)

• Architectural & Engineering ($18 million)

• Employment/HR Services ($21 million)

• Advertising/PR ($13 million)

• Legal Services ($16 million)

• Accounting Services ($7 million)

Key 
Subsectors

(w Milford imports)

• Workforce attraction, development

• Quality of life

• Remote ability to provide these services can 
make attraction argument more difficult  

Challenges

Recommended Target #1:

Business & Legal Services
Analysis now 

based on 2018 

and 2019 data
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• With Bayhealth Hospital and other health care providers  in 
the area, Milford is currently supplying more than local 
demand, resulting in sector exports of more than $23 million 
(2018).  Still, there are some health care categories that 
remain underserved in Milford, including Outpatient, Primary 
Care, and Dentists. Closing some of these gaps could 
generate as many as 200 new well-paid jobs. An 
agglomeration argument could be made in this target.

• Consistent with an aging population and an older in-
migration demographic across the region.

• Future real revenue and job growth are extremely favorable 
at 3.3% and 2.8% per year through 2028, respectively. 

• Small average business size for medical offices @12 
employees, nursing care @40 suggests lower capital hurdles 
and some compatibility with available space

Case for 
Milford

• Offices of Physicians ($8 million)

• Offices of Dentists ($5 million)

• Outpatient Care Facilities ($10 million)

• Medical Diagnostics & Labs ($4 million)

• Other Ambulatory Care ($9 million)

Key 
Subsectors

(w Milford imports)

• Workforce attraction, retention, development
• Local population equates “outside Kent” with 

higher quality
• Quality of life 
• Long-term growth limited by population gains 

Challenges

Recommended Target #2:

Health Care
Analysis now 

based on 2018 

and 2019 data
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• Milford area demand @ $31 million (2018) with local supply 
at only $8.5 million, creating an import gap of about $23 
million –a good argument for entry/expansion. Closing this 
gap could create as many as 115 jobs paying an average of 
$59k per year. 

• Virtually every subsector within Fabricated Metals except 
Plates is in an import position in Milford with Structural 
Machined Products showing particularly large shortfalls.

• Average wages @ $59k+/yr –well above Kent County average.

• Future revenue and job growth are relatively favorable at 2% 
and 0.5% per year through 2028, respectively. 

• Space requirements in the cluster align well with existing 
structures and planned build.  Land costs remain a Milford 
area advantage.

Case for 
Milford

• Machined Products ($3 million)
• Fab Metal Services ($17 million),
• Turned Products, Nuts, Bolts, Screws ($2 million)
• Structural Metal Products ($3 million)

Key 
Subsectors

(w Milford imports)

• Workforce attraction, development

• Supply chain requirements critical, many of 
which are now in import positions across Kent.  
This could be another related opportunity.

• Quality of life

Challenges

Target #3:

Fabricated Metals

Fabricated Metals

Analysis based on 

2018 and 2019 data
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• Milford area demand @ $101 million (2018).  With local 
supply only $31 million, Milford imports about $70 
million (99%) of its needs. Closing this import gap with 
existing subsectors could create more than 110 well-
paying jobs. New subsector entrants would have plenty 
of space and talent to succeed. 

• Milford currently has only 17 LM establishments 
employing just over 90 people. The average Milford area 
LM business currently has just 11 employees. 

• Future revenue and job growth for the sector are 
relatively flat but gains in market share provide ample 
opportunity. 

• Space requirements align well with current and planned 
structures.

Case for 
Milford

• Canned Fruits & Vegetables ($3 million)
• Bread & Bakery ($5 million)
• Cement ($5 million)
• Bottled/Canned Soft drinks ($7 million)
• Many others with similar skill and space needs

Key 
Subsectors

(w Milford imports)

• Workforce attraction, development

• Supply chain requirements critical, many of 
which are now in import positions across Kent.  
This could be another related opportunity.

• Quality of life

Challenges

Additional Target #4:

Light Manufacturing

Light
Manufacturing

Analysis based on 

2018 and 2019 data
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A Target List Was Provided in Excel Format to 
Facilitate Deeper Dives and Further Analysis

Similar data and targeting methodologies were deployed to vet a manageable number of suggested targets for each community.  
Reports were delivered in Excel format that facilitated further analysis and deeper dives into the source data.
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Each Community was Also Provided With an Analysis 
of Local Supply Chain Requirements

The table above provides a ranked list of the supply chain sectors most necessary for existing Milford businesses to succeed, be they 
target clusters or not.  The full list of “Sell Sectors” is 544 long and was provided to each community in Excel format to facilitate further 
analysis and deeper dives into the data.  Analyzing the list above, we note that Milford has several sectors who are in large import 
positions (2018 data).  Large imports indicate that Milford is currently underserved by local providers of these goods & services and must 
import part of what is needed.  An argument could be made to a potential relocation candidate or an existing business in these sectors 
that Milford (or Kent County in general) would be an excellent location given the underserved nature of their local market.  

Milford
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2019 Milford Skill-Set Demand vs. Available Supply:
All Sectors and All Occupations

Kent County Workforce Analysis:  Milford Skill Set Demand vs. Supply

2019 Skill-Set 

Demand

2019 WORKERS2 Within Drive Time from 

Milford:

OES 

Major 

Code

Occupation Name

2019 Estimated 

Total Milford 

JOBS1

30-min 45-min 60-min

11-0000 Management occupations 880 7,128 15,784 27,230 

13-0000 Business and financial operations occupations 739 2,939 5,792 10,599 

15-0000 Computer and mathematical occupations 296 1,011 2,343 4,613 
17-0000 Architecture and engineering occupations 158 1,185 2,149 3,405 

19-0000 Life, physical, and social science occupations 64 759 1,657 2,649 

21-0000 Community and social service occupations 244 2,179 3,805 5,680 
23-0000 Legal occupations 46 772 1,389 2,122 

25-0000 Educational instruction, and library occupations 603 5,375 10,089 16,960 

27-0000
Arts, design, entertainment, sports, and media 

occupations
149 826 2,059 3,589 

29-0000 Healthcare practitioners and technical occupations: 914 5,501 10,564 17,687 

31-0000 Healthcare support occupations 657 2,900 6,295 9,007 
33-0000 Protective service occupations: 160 2,287 4,486 7,262 

35-0000 Food preparation and serving related occupations 1,122 5,535 10,311 16,326 

37-0000
Building and grounds cleaning and maintenance 

occupations
340 3,398 7,217 11,287 

39-0000 Personal care and service occupations 309 2,331 5,169 7,934 
41-0000 Sales and related occupations 1,393 8,738 18,163 28,311 

43-0000 Office and administrative support occupations 1,907 8,797 19,191 30,687 

45-0000 Farming, fishing, and forestry occupations 87 779 1,411 2,321 
47-0000 Construction and extraction occupations 828 5,397 10,143 16,296 

49-0000 Installation, maintenance, and repair occupations 791 3,523 7,407 11,310 

51-0000 Production occupations 1,307 5,051 9,738 14,267 
53-0000 Transportation occupations 933 3,192 7,292 11,465 
53-7000 Material moving occupations 812 3,433 6,541 8,977 

RMDR Farming and Unknown 544 

Total Employment 15,281 83,036 168,995 269,984 

1. This data is the current number of JOBS (place of work) in Milford.  It comes from the combination of BEA job counts (gleaned from 
establishment surveys) merged with the BLS’s OES National level industry-by-occupation data (also from establishment surveys).

2. This data measures the # of available WORKERS within each drive-time distance..  It comes from the Census Bureau stemming from 
surveys of households.

• This data compares the current number of jobs in 
Milford with the available worker supply within 
designated commute times (see map p.40).

• The demand data (JOBS) is estimated by using 
the reported industry employment data from the 
BEA and distributing it by occupation using 
national level industry-by-occupation data from 
the BLS’s OES survey.  Both sources come from 
surveys of businesses.

• The supply data (WORKERS) comes from the 
Census Bureau using the household census and 
interim ACS surveys.

• While the JOBS data is available at more detailed 
occupational levels, the WORKERS data is not.  
Rockport has aggregated the former and matched 
it with worker supply data to reveal any 
significant gaps.

• Based upon these estimates, it appears that there 
is adequate supply for virtually all broad skill-sets 
within a 30-minute drive of Milford.

• A 45-minute commute essentially satisfies all 
current demand with plenty leftover for any new 
entrants.  

• The devil is clearly in the details with respect to 
the exact occupational requirements of a new 
Milford entrant.  Please see the accompany Excel 
spreadsheet providing greater detail for each 
Target Sector and Subsector.
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Rockport Analytics provided each community with an Excel-based tool that compares what a potential new entrant would require in workforce with the 
current jobs and average salaries in each occupation.  Next, the tool describes the number of jobs in those occupations that exist in neighboring metro 
areas, along with average salaries for same.  The example below shows what a potential entrant in the Target Cluster, “Business & Legal Services” and 
subsector, “Data Processing, Hosting, and Related Services” would need in skillsets (top 20 of 400+) relative to current conditions in those occupations in 
Kent and surrounding markets.

Detailed Skill Requirements of Potential 
Entrant/Expansion Candidate: Milford
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Drive-Times from Milford
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Rockport Analytics 
West Chester, PA 
Annapolis, MD

web: rockportanalytics.com
email: info@rockportanalytics.com

phone: (866) 481-9877 

Rockport Analytics is a research and analytical consulting 
firm providing high quality quantitative and qualitative 
research solutions to business, government, and non-profit 
organization clients across the globe. We provide fast, 
nimble service in a transparent environment.

Capabilities include: 

• Market Analysis and Forecasting

• Economic Impact Assessment, Tourism Satellite 
Accounting, and Economic Development 

• Market Modeling and Decision Support Tools 

• Project Feasibility Assessment

• Primary and Secondary Research Synthesis

• Stakeholder Surveys – internal & external

Recent client examples include American Council of 
Engineering Companies, Delaware Tourism Office, Global 
Business Travel Association, Visit Florida, Minneapolis Final 
Four, Indiana Destination Development Corp., Houston 
Super Bowl Host Committee, Delaware State Parks, Boeing, 
Visa, American Express, Carlson Wagonlit, IHG, Delaware 
Botanic Garden,… 


